
 

 

Products and Technology 
Ceramica Elias offers a variety of products manufactured through both handmade 
practices and contemporary innovation. The various grades of roughness and flamed 
surface different in each tile, enable Elias to create beautiful, warm atmospheres.  
 
MACHINE MADE SERIES - Extruded material with a smooth surface and straight, even 
edges. This series can be used for interiors. 
 
MASIA SERIES - Extruded material with a rough surface that gives it a rustic, hand-
made appearance. Like the machine-made product it also has straight, even edges. 
 
HAND-MADE SERIES - Material with a definite rustic appearance and texture due to its 
craftsmanship and production. This series can be used for exteriors. 
 
EMPURIES SERIES - An aged, worn product imitating reclaimed material. There are 
three types in this series depending on the base product. The appearance is less to 
more rustic in this order: MACHINE MADE base; EMPURIES with MASIA base; EMPURIES 
with HAND MADE base 
 
PROVENÇA SERIES - An aged, worn product with a very rustic appearance, suitable for 
interior and exterior use. Available in three colors to evoke traditional terracotta fired in 
moruno kilns, where products were partly burnt and under-fired and well-fired, 
depending on kiln conditions. 
 
RODES SERIE - A worn product with dark patina, offering an aged appearance due to 
usage over a long period of time. This product is suitable for interiors and semi-
protected exteriors. 
 
MILLENIUM SERIES - With this series we emulate the antique floors and walls where the 
glaze has worn with the passing of time, leaving a semi-matte appearance. There are 
several colours in this range: Slate, Burgundy, Beige, Cinnamon, Moss and Grey. For 
floors and walls. 
 
GLAZED SERIES - Created mainly as a wall range, but can be used as special 
complementary pieces on floors, such as borders or tacos. Colors: Gloss white, Matt 
white, Carmine, Cobalt blue, Sky blue, Pink, Green, Yellow. Formats: 6x6, 10x10, 15x15, 
20x20, these can be applied to any series: machine made, masia, handmade or 
empuries. 
 
MOSAICS and BORDERS - Small format, mesh-mounted pieces. There is a great variety 
of designs according to the formats and layout of the pieces.  
 
Website 
Please visit www.ceramicaelias.com  


